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Stories from the National Links
Worker Programme

About this module
This module shares a selection of the vast amount of stories and data collected by the National
Links Worker Programme, since it commenced delivery in April 2014. Over the first two years of
programme delivery over 2000 referrals had been received by Community Links Practitioners (CLPs)
and over 1500 people worked with. Record of Learning Series 2 Module: social determinants in
primary care, shares data and insight on the most prevalent issues being encountered through these
links journeys.
Herein follow a mix of stories, which predominantly feature examples of ‘links journeys’, that is
describing the nature of the series of interactions between CLPs and those they work with across the
seven GP practices who are part of the these first three years of the programme.
Some of this is of the form of CLP provided case stories, others have been based on material
captured by way of the various action learning data collection tools in place on the programme
or from participating GPs and some provided as direct feedback from programme participants
themselves. A great volume of further feedback of this nature has been received than space
limitations allow to be included here.
This material, gathered together, presents a powerful narrative, providing insight into a programme
that is innovating to develop a new response, from within primary care, to meeting the substantial
challenges faced by many individuals living in our most socioeconomically deprived communities.
Such insight may be difficult to adequately convey through statistics alone.
In these communities, which have been subject to the ramifications of systematic inequality over
decades, clustered and complex deprivation factors mean interventions that combat negative
impacts from social determinants of health, need to have the freedom to innovate, learn and develop
to meet what is a complex challenge in itself.
Given such freedom, the solutions to the mission of tackling Scotland’s health inequalities can be
uncovered from within these communities themselves.

Note: in the material that follows some specific details such as individual’s names have been altered
to protect confidentiality, other than in instances where individuals preferred that accurate names
etc. be used.
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In participant’s own words
From time to time programme participants are moved to share their appreciation and feedback with
regards to their work with the Community Links Practitioner and the benefits they have felt from this.
Or indeed provide their own account of their ‘links journey’ in their own words. Some of these are
shared in this section.

Kirsty’s story

(employment and wellbeing whilst addressing historic trauma)
I went to my GP back in July 2014 as I felt an overwhelming feeling of sadness and anxiety. I was
having a lot of problems with my employers at the time and really couldn’t cope with work, pressures
at home and not being able to make sense of why I felt so bad. I needed some time out!
I spoke to my doctor about issues that were affecting me at that particular time. My mum is paralysed
from the neck down and heavily relies on me to provide every aspect of her care. Her health had
declined over recent years and she was diagnosed with cancer in May 2014. As I was mums carer and
working full time, I asked my employer if I could change my contract to work alternative nights when I
had carers in place to be with mum.
From the first time I asked about this it was clear that I was going to have a fight on my hands. They
were being very obstructive coming up with many reasons as to why I couldn’t get a shift change.
Over the next few weeks my doctor continued to sign me off work as I was becoming worse with
anxiety, stress and pressure being placed on me from work which resulted in me suffering frequent
panic attacks.
On a visit to my GP she advised that I go and speak with the Community Links Practitioner (CLP) who
was based within my practice. The CLP made contact within a few days and organised a meeting to
discuss the issues I was having with my work. During my first meeting we discussed my carer’s role,
my responsibilities to my job and the reasons I was having countless problems with my contracted
hours.
The CLP began to act on my behalf immediately, phoning my employer, asking questions and
explaining my situation without being to explicit and she referred me an Employment Retention
Support Service. I instantly felt a sense of relief knowing someone else was on my side, listening to
me and supporting me with what seemed like a massive weight on my shoulders.
After another couple of meetings with the CLP I done something that I couldn’t believe! I started to
reveal events that had taken place throughout my life. I spoke to the CLP about historical childhood
sexual abuse, my battle with self-harming, a family member being convicted with sexual offences,
a crime I committed which has still to this day left me deeply ashamed, my family life and strained
relationships within my family. These were all issues I rarely spoke about, not even with my GP and
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here I was revealing all of these intimate details of my life to someone I had only met two or three
times. Some things were easier to say in text or email and she placed no restriction on me. It was
simply explained I could communicate by whatever method I found easier and less confronting.
I find it terribly difficult to trust but the CLP who was supporting me made it very easy for me to open
up and begin to understand the root of the problems I was having now. She made me feel at ease,
comfortable and secure in the knowledge that our conversations were confidential. She listened to
me and gave me lengthy one to one sessions in familiar environments. To my utter disbelief I found
myself talking about things I never felt I would have the strength or courage to do. I revealed for the
first time ever what I experienced as a child when I was sexually abused!
I found this to be one of the hardest, emotionally draining and embarrassing things to do but,
amazingly once I had told the CLP it felt like I had given away the biggest secret I was ever forced to
carry. Following this conversation we discussed many other issues that were coming to the surface.
The CLP helped me understand and make sense of things I find difficult now. Things like relationship
problems, trust issues, feelings of resentment and anger, my need to self-harm, issues with body
image and my fear of letting anyone close to me. Even supporting me with issues to do with my
physical health that I was too embarrassed and scared to go to my GP with. The CLP discussed it with
my doctor for me to make my next visit easier.
Counselling sessions were organised with teams who specialise in historical sexual abuse, and the
CLP supported me to each of the sessions I attended. Just having her there gave me confidence to
begin to talk about things I find so difficult. At the same time my CLP was still working with me,
my employers and my GP to try and come to some resolution regarding my contracted hours.
Throughout all of this I honestly wouldn’t have coped without the support, guidance and advice
offered from the CLP. My employers really did have me jump through a lot of hoops however, with
her support a successful outcome was achieved and I returned to work in December 2014 with a
new contract which alleviates a lot of pressure I was under at home with my responsibility and role
as carer to my mum. I’m doubtful I would have achieved the same outcome if it hadn’t been for the
CLP’s input.
I’ve always had it in my head that I was asking or expecting too much from the CLP. On a few
occasions I have withdrawn from support and started to feel lost, confused, lonely and isolated.
Above all of this though I felt vulnerable that I let so much of myself go. The CLP on every occasion
this happened didn’t give up on me! She always reassures me.
I’m still in regular contact with the CLP who continues to offer me invaluable support. Not every
meeting is heavy and draining. We have had sessions where it’s been light hearted and sometimes
fun. The CLP offers a great balance and this in my opinion is very necessary.
I feel very fortunate to have been given the opportunity to have my CLP support me. Since I was
abused as a child I have never had any intervention that has been as beneficial as the CLP. She has
always gone above and beyond the call of duty and personally I don’t want her to go anywhere.
I honestly feel I have gained more from the support offered in the six months of being with my CLP
than I have from 27 years of medical interventions trying to manage my minefield of issues.
I know I still have a long way to go before I can move on but I honestly whole heartedly feel I can
achieve this with the continued support from my Community Links Practitioner.
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Grant’s Story

(overcoming barriers to youth employment)
I went in to see the CLP a number of months ago. I was having difficulty accessing employment and
training opportunities and this was having an affect on my state of mind.
The CLP explained about a local youth programme. Once I understood what they offered I asked if the
CLP could put me in touch and help me to access this group, which supports youths trying to get into
work and education. They try and support youths in any way they can on that front as well as trying
to build a healthy attitude and healthy living.
As well as setting me up with a media training course they got me into hospital radio. It took me a
few months to get there, for the disclosure and medical clearance to come through so I could go in
and interact with the kids.
I’ve been involved with this for a few months now, undertaking a probation period so I should in
another couple of months be able to have my own show on the radio. What I’ve been doing for the
moment is going up to the wards and doing arts and crafts with the kids, games with the kids. And if
they’re not interested in that what I’ve been doing is just sitting and chatting with them. Which helps
a lot, I mean you can see it in their faces. When you first go in they can look quite sad but by the time
you leave they’ve really lit up.
I could say pretty much the same for the effect this experience has had on myself, it has been a really
positive experience for me and has built my confidence and skills and given me something to focus
on and hope for the future.
I continue to attend the walking group the CLP has set up and gain support this way, keeping them
up to date with how I’m getting on. The CLP always listens and I know that anytime I need them to
help in any other way I just need to let them know, for example if I need them to liaise with any other
organisations or just to chat things through with them.
(this piece has been transcribed from a video recording with a programme participant, to see our
full library of programme videos visit http://links.alliance-scotland.org.uk/vlog)
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Life without Mummy and Daddy
About two years ago,

We help each other daily,

My world, it fell apart,

But Nana feels the pain,

My daddy took his life,

She sits about, does nothing,

Along with Nana’s heart.

Her health’s suffering again.

My Nana cried and cried,

So her doctor gave her someone,

This made me cry lots too,

Who would help to pull her through,

We wanted him in our arms,

She LINKED her in and listened,

After all that he’d been through.

She knew just what to do.

His last six months were hell,

My Nana’s smiles grew bigger

He’d lost his wife, My Mother,

Playing tennis and going for walks,

Although they weren’t good together

Her Links Practitioner was about,

They still loved one and other.

To listen more and to talk.

Now I have no parents,

But my brave face, it cracked,

But I’ve still got Nana here,

As I watched my Nana grow stronger,

To help me when I waiver,

My losses, my fears, my thoughts,

And catch my fallen tear.

I could hold onto no longer.

But Nana needs my help,

My Nana tried to help,

Her needs are greater than mine,

On all her strength she drew

I’ll cheer her when’s she’s sad,

I knew I needed someone, so asked,

Until she’s feeling fine.

“Can I have a Links Practitioner too?”
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This person came to see me,

My Nana’s back on track,

Although I knew from before,

She’s really done me proud,

She gave me plenty of her time,

We see the sunshine together,

Which opened up new doors.

Instead of stormy clouds.

Because of her I see this person,

The people all around me,

I talk about mum and dad,

Help me reach for the stars,

I talk about my Nana,

I feel their love and from heaven,

And you know? Life is not that bad.

It helps to heal my scars.

My Nana still goes walks,

So I will keep on dancing,

Plays tennis and joined the gym,

Annoying Nana, singing loud,

Me? I have my dancing,

My mum and dad can watch me now,

My youth clubs, I’ve learned to swim.

I hope I do them proud.
Jade (age 11), December 2014

Jade reading her moving poem for an audience including government ministers at The ALLIANCE’s 10th anniversary drinks reception.
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Marie’s story

(I no longer feel ashamed and I’m much stronger)
When I went to see my doctor and told them that I would be unable to attend a hospital appointment
I had coming up as it was a hospital that was far away and I was uncomfortable and wouldn’t be
able to go on my own, she told me about the links practitioner and introduced me. So the CLP I met
arranged for one of her colleagues to go with me to the hospital.
That’s how it started, then I told the new CLP who started in the practice about some things that
happened a long time ago and I wanted to address. He told me about an organisation that could
help and came me along to a weekly drop-in there with me the first time. Then I arranged to get
counselling with this organisation. I thought it would be better for me to have a female come along
with me for that, so he then arranged for another of his CLP colleagues to help me get going with this
service. I now attend it on my own getting on a train for the first time ever!
With this support, and things like the walking group that runs from the practice, I now feel much
better and there are less times when I’m feeling seriously depressed. I’m no longer a victim, I’m a
survivor and I’ve met other people who similar things have happened to. I don’t feel ashamed any
longer and I’m much stronger. I don’t have to see the doctor as much.

Marie - I no longer feel ashamed and I’m much stronger
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Go Well
I heard about the Links Worker Programme through my doctor’s practice. Links worker Deborah
contacted me when my doctor referred me to her. I met Deborah and instantly felt at ease with her,
we spoke about how I was feeling and my health.
She told me about a group called Beads N Blether which was near where I stayed. Deborah came with
me on the first day, everyone there was lovely. I have been going ever since and have gained a lot
from them, I can make jewellery and other crafts which I couldn’t before.
Deborah also told me about a project called the GoWell Panel, how they meet up and discuss
regeneration in all areas of Glasgow. It sounded interesting I was a bit wary about meeting more
new people and worried I wouldn’t be able to do it but I took the plunge and jumped in. It was
unfortunately due to ill health that I missed the first meeting but made the second and after a shaky
start I have never looked back.
The Group is great, all Gowell staff have been brill, and my confidence has grown. We got to go to a
Scottish Parliament meeting to see how the research is being used – this was interesting because
it was great to see how the information is used to know where to concentrate the regeneration and
know what works.

Donna (first on the right) with some of the GoWell Panel at the Scottish Parliament.

The GoWell Panel is not only doing research work but it’s also sociable too – we help one another and
support each other when we need too. I have had a few knocks on the way with personal and health
issues but because of the two fantastic ladies one from links, Deborah and one from GoWell, Cat, I
always get back up and try again.
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Lucy’s Story
I’ve been working with the CLP for about a year and a half now. Sometimes I’m not well and can’t
make it but I just phone up and tell her. After losing my son about two and a half years ago I was in
a bad way. After I’d tried bereavement counselling, which didn’t work for me, the doctor put me onto
the CLP.
She’s really good, she’s really helped me. I go walks on a Friday and play bowls now. If I’ve got any
problems she’ll come and see me, I just need to give her a wee call. Two weeks ago there I wasn’t
feeling too mentally well, but I’ve kind of picked myself up.
The CLP has also supported my grandson to access bereavement counselling. That’s been really
helpful there. They are always able to help me get back on my feet when I’m not feeling right. I don’t
know what I’d do without them. I don’t have to go to the doctors as much now, usually just about
every three to six months, whereas before I’d be there every week.
It’s really helped in the relationship between me and my grandson.
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Gary’s story
(Regaining purpose)

Taking part in the winter workshops with the outdoor learning coordinators has been wonderful for
me. I’ve been working with the CLP who has set this up through the community links project.
I’ve suffered from depression and this is a way of getting me out and about and meeting people. It’s
basically got me out the house, made me appreciate things a bit more. Before I just sat in dwelling on
stuff.
I’ve gained quite a bit from the workshops and the walking group. It’s given me a purpose which has
made me feel a bit better about myself.

Mud Man made by Gary during Winter Workshops
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The Links Worker (poem)
Each Doctor’s practice should have a Link,
and I do not mean the weakest link!
They have an important part to play,
helping GP’s and clients from day to day.
A listening ear they will always lend,
they help to get you on the mend.
No problem is too big or small,
they’re there to help you through it all.
They’re like a tonic in the spring dew,
there to make things better for you.
They also run groups; cycling, cooking and walks too,
helping your health and wellbeing to get you through.
The Links Worker can save the NHS and social care money in the end,
So give them a budget!
So they can help others get on the mend.
By – Jane Chisholm, March 2016.
Jane is currently working with South West Arts and Music Project to adapt this piece,
compose as a song, and record it.

Jane says “I’ve been going to Paragon which Gerry (CLP) put me in touch with five months ago, so I’ve
been working with them for five months and it was just confirmed yesterday that I’ll have another five
months with them. The original work was to put some of my poetry into song, and now they’ve asked
for this poem to put this into song. So the links workers will now have a poem that’s going to into
song. And then we’re going to make quite a few recordings of the songs. If someone had said to me six
months ago that a woman coming up for 60 is going to sit and do songs, I would have laughed.
I’ve also been doing the arts and crafts, the idea behind this is that I can’t manage to do the health
walks that Gerry does, so there quite a few people asking for arts and crafts and Gerry knows that I
do some crafts. So Gerry asked if I could come in and do the arts and crafts for some people who are
now coming in earlier and doing the arts and crafts with me before going on the walk and then again
afterwards when they come back in and have a cup of tea. It’s given me confidence and self-esteem
knowing that I can do that”
12
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Mandy’s Story
(“my shining star”)

I was first put in touch with the CLP by the GP when I couldn’t find a SLA LUPUS group. I had been
trying for a long time to find such a group to provide me with support for a condition I have. The CLP
found one for me within a day or two.
I’ve now joined this group and attend as much as is possible in between my hospital appointments.
The CLP took me along at first but now I go myself, or with the support of my partner, who cares for
me. It is really useful in providing the kind of support and understanding that can only come from
others who are affected by similar conditions.
The CLP also managed to get us a gardening service to sort out our garden and give us a peaceful
space to relax outdoors. Other things they’ve helped with has helped to take some of the burden off
my partner, who deals with a lot, helping me deal with everything.
It has been useful for my partner to work with the CLP to help them learn how not to take on too
much and I know that they are always there for me.
I’ve been working with the CLP for over a year now and although sometimes we may not be in touch
for a while I know whenever I need to get things off my chest I can get in touch and they can deal
with anything. It has been really helpful at times when I get frustrated trying to deal with everything
or going into “why always me” mode that I can speak to the CLP. This help me not to take out my
frustration on my partner/carer too much.
Other things the CLP has helped me with includes when I got my bladder results back from the
hospital, the CLP spoke to the GP and managed to get me supplied with the correct pads that I
needed.
I was finding it difficult to get the correct size of catheter and the CLP is also now liaising to sort that
out for me, she has told me that there are District Nurses who will do this as part of their job and is
getting me connected with them.
Another time the hospital doctor put me on two different medications, which was unusual, but due to
the complex nature of my illnesses. When I went in to get my prescription for this one of the GPs then
got in touch and asked that I go in to see them to look into this. It must have been one of the GP’s
who don’t normally see me but I was able to get in touch with the CLP who spoke to them and sorted
it out, saving me from going in.
I don’t know what I would have done over the past year without the CLP, it has really been wonderful
the work she has done with me, I call her my shining star and angel from heaven.
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A letter to a CLP
										Name and Address Supplied
16 September 2015
Hello Gail,
It’s just me, Callum, it’s just to let you know I’m really enjoying myself with (*name of a workplace).
I even get my dinner at 12.13 then a tea break at 2.30. They have even given me a company fleece
jacket, steel toe-cap boots and trousers. They pick me up at Paisley and bring me back. What a
difference it’s made for me.
It’s really given me a right boost up. I go twice a week. So once again, many many thanks and
give Dr Grey my sincere thanks for putting you on to me.
God Bless,
Callum

Thank you
Gail,
Didn’t think it was possible. Your perseverance was the catalyst for success. I will never doubt again.
Could you please let the doc’ know. I don’t know how much input he had but as usual the man
turns up trumps. I’m a very lucky guy, can’t quite believe it.
I’d like to thank the both of you. A fantastic result. Couldn’t have done it on my own. If I don’t see
you before Christmas have a wonderful holiday and festive season.
Ta.
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A selection of stories from
‘links journeys’
The stories in this section have been provided by Community Links Practitioners, participating GPs or
captured by programme action learning tools.
Often in links work a mix of physical, psychological and social issues co-occur for an individual at the
same time as the existence of more practical, logistical barriers to wellbeing, for example financial and
housing related challenges. Obviously there is often an interplay between all of these with each issue
having the potential to either exacerbate or ameliorate another. A strength of the links worker role is in
being able to work to attempt to address each and any issue that may be important to each individual.

Susan’s story

(fear, anxiety and displacement)
Susan is in her mid-30s and originally from rural Scotland. Due to fear of attack by her previous
abusive partner in that area she and her new partner have been placed in emergency temporary
furnished accommodation in a Glasgow housing estate.
Susan presented as very fearful, anxious and vulnerable as she has no friends or family in the area.
She has a history of abuse, drug taking, prostitution and her mother died at a very young age from
alcohol abuse. Susan’s history of self-harming has left her with very little use of her left arm and she
struggles to look after herself because of this. Her new partner appears to be supportive but he has
his own mental health issues to deal with as he has served with the military in various war zones.
Susan’s primary concerns were:
•

Her previous Women’s Aid worker was to contact the local Women’s Aid to facilitate a transition in
support for Susan but as yet she had had no contact

•

There will be a court case involving her previous partner and she does not feel emotionally
capable of appearing as a witness

•

Due to the rushed nature of her departure from her previous address she was concerned about
her benefits and surviving until her next payment

•

She has an adopted daughter that she will be able to seek to make contact with in 18-months
time and wants to be in a much better physical and mental place to deal with this process when
the time comes
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The first thing that Susan needed was reassurance that she was not alone and that I would support
her to access the services that she needs. Her confidence and feelings of self-worth were very low and
it was important to be non-judgemental and stress her strengths and to try and instil some hope for
the future.
I informed her about coursed run by Wise Women which may help with her confidence and selfesteem but she decided that her priority would be making contact with Women’s Aid and we could
look at these kind of things in the future.
We discussed her money and benefits situation and she was due to see someone from the housing
association the next day and I advised her to discuss it with them and let me know how she got on.
We also arranged to go together to Women’s Aid as Susan was worried that if her previous worker
had not made contact then she would have the stress of going over her story again.
At Women’s Aid this turned out to be the case and I was able to support Susan without it being too
traumatic for her. While there she was given something to eat as she had not eaten for a while. The
outcomes from this visit were:
•

Susan advised that there is a waiting list for one to one support however she is welcome to attend
the drop in any weekday

•

Contact would be made with previous worker

•

Appointment arranged to meet solicitor at Women’s Aid office to discuss court case

•

Susan had met with money adviser from housing association and welfare fund application
had been made, however this could take a few days and she was worried about heating and
cooking over the weekend. A worker from
the local money advice agency (who run the
NHS Financial Inclusion contract for this part
of Glasgow) then came over and contacted
the welfare fund but could only be told that
“Thank you very much,
the application was with a decision maker. A
every time I get backed into
subsequent application was made for clothing
for Susan.

•

•

Women’s Aid provided Susan with a small
amount of cash for the electricity meter and
three bags of shopping which I carried to meet
her partner as Susan’s disability meant she
couldn’t carry them
Susan was also offered holistic therapies to help
her relax and feel better about herself and her
situation which she was keen to take up.

a corner you’re always there
to pick me up”
“You really are a saviour,
after all the stuff that’s
happened you still help. Will
be forever grateful”
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Often issues that CLPs work with people to address are the result of various conditions and
circumstances that have built up over time, in other situations something that has occurred in an
instant can have a lasting impact that can take some time to unpick and redress.

Jordan’s story

(a moment of violence with a lasting effect)
A mother’s requests for the practice GPs to carry out a home visit for her son Jordan, as life for him
at the moment was pretty awful, could not be granted as he was physically fit to come to the GP
practice.
Jordan is a sixteen year old young man with his whole life in front of him, however an unfortunate
chain of events led him to believe he could not see a future for himself.
Having the added burden of having to move home to protect her son, Jordan’s mum was at a lost as
to how she was going to help her son get his life back on track.
Jordan had been a promising student at school and was destined to pass several of his O’Grade
exams; however Jordan was unable in himself to return to his school, missing out on the opportunity
to gain his qualifications and also the much needed support of his close peer group and friends.
Although the tragic violent event took place months before the Community Links Practitioner (CLP)
was placed in the GP practice, the referral was sent when Jordan’s mum approached the surgery
again for support or any guidance in dealing with the ongoing impact of this.
Having read the notes from Jordan’s file, the CLP promptly contacted Jordan’s mum. Although it was
very clear Jordan’s mum was pleased to hear from her; there was still an element of doubt in the
conversation that followed.
The CLP spoke directly with Jordan offering him a home visit to discuss his issues and what can be
done to address these. This he agreed to.
Jordan was withdrawn and spoke very quietly, but he did talk and responded well to the CLP. The first
issue Jordan had was he would like to claim benefits in his own right, but required a doctor’s Fit Note.
The CLP told Jordan about the Practice having an evening surgery on a Tuesday night and offered to
collect him from home (and a parent is he wished), support him into the Practice then take him home
again. Jordan was delighted with this.
For this to be effective Jordan would need advice on eligibility of benefits and support to apply for
those best suited to his situation. The CLP identified an organisation who hosted a Welfare Rights
Officer near Jordan’s home and made an appointment at a time that would immediately follow his
appointment with his GP.
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Jordan attended both appointments and subsequently received a referral through the GP to a
statutory service who would support him through this difficult time; the CLP also supported Jordan to
attend this. During follow-up conversations the CLP had identified another service that could provide
a number of opportunities for Jordan through meeting new peers, social gatherings and peer support
in a safe environment.
Jordan is now making plans to rebuild his life and has made enquiries through the CLP to re-engage
in education. Jordan’s mum reports an improvement in her son’s behaviour, a change in his attitude
and is so pleased her son accepted support through the CLP.
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It comes with the territory of links work in Deep End settings that many individuals find it difficult to
engage and develop fully trusting relationships with caregivers. A strength of CLPs being based within
general practice and having a ‘door is always open’ ethos, is that it maximises the chances for someone
to receive the support they need at a time when they are ready and likely to attain fullest benefits from
this.

Kim’s story
Kim is a 20 year old who was referred to me in May 2015. At the time she was in supported
accommodation after fleeing home because of her abusive father. She had suffered a particularly
violent attack and had ended up in hospital where the Police Officer and Support Worker got her
emergency supported accommodation. She moved in that night.
At the time she had been referred she was new to our practice list and had presented with
depression. She had not disclosed to the GP the abuse or situation she was in. The GP referred her
to access support services for her mental health. She had already engaged with Community Mental
Health Team (CMHT) for an assessment and they deemed her not suitable for their service. She also
had the standard six sessions of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) with Primary Care Mental
Health Team (PCMHT) which she felt wasn’t long enough to work through her feelings.
I called her on numerous occasions and finally got hold of her. We had a brief chat and I booked
her an appointment. She unfortunately did not attend (DNA). This happened many times over the
next few months. Either I would get in touch or she would get in touch and rebook an appointment
then DNA. I had offered a home visit however she wasn’t overly keen as she found it difficult to have
people in her personal space. I had also offered a community visit to a café or a place of her choice
where she was comfortable, which she also declined as she wasn’t going out in public except when
she really needed to.
In August 2015 Kim called me and again booked back in, this time she turned up. We chatted for two
hours, well I mainly listened. Kim said she wasn’t ready to engage before but now felt it was the right
time. Also she was due to move into her own flat and although getting a lot of help from her support
worker to get furniture she still needed a washing machine and a few other essentials. Her support
worker had accessed every fund possible but Kim wondered whether there was anything else that
could help her. I spoke with her support worker and mentioned some charities that provide furniture
to help vulnerable young people when moving into their first tenancy. We got her a washing machine
and a starter pack with kitchen utensils amongst other smaller items.
After this Kim started talking about what she experiences daily; her emotions, feelings and the
occasional flashbacks. She spoke about her attempts at suicide, showed me her self harm while
crying uncontrollable. She said she wanted me to understand so she could get the right support.
She mentioned she had been referred when she was younger to Child and Adolescent Mental Health
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Services (CAMHs) but wasn’t ready to talk so was discharged. When she finally felt ready she said she
was disappointed she had to wait for an assessment for months only to be told she was not suitable.
Then only got a handful of sessions of CBT after being referred to PCMHT.
She went into great detail about the physical attacks she had been subjected to over the last
19 years. She spoke about the broken bones, bruises, cuts and tears. The bullying from school
mates about her situation and how isolated she felt. At some points during the appointment she
disassociated however she wanted to get this “off her chest”. After two hours she felt that was
enough for one day so we booked another appointment.
For our second appointment she came back into practice and filled me in on the progress with her
new flat and we had a chat about life in general. She was excited about going to see a film at the
cinema that she had been saving up for, it was nice to see her smile for the first time. She asked if it
was ok to continue discussing what we spoke about last week.
She started discussing the relationships with her family and the fear for her Mum who is left with
her abusive Dad. Kim talked about the many periods of homelessness she has had since she was 14
however she always returned to the family home because of the concern for her mother.
She went on to speak about how isolated she felt as she had no friends and how she turned to
the internet for support. She was 13 at the time and made friends online who fulfilled her need for
emotional support. However she then ended up speaking with an 18 year old, who groomed and
then convinced her to run away with him. He then sexually abused her. Thankfully the police found
them and brought her back home. He was charged and received a long prison sentence due to both
the abuse and also evidence which showed his intent to share inappropriate images of her and also
introduce her to other people with the intent of them abusing her.
We then went on to discussed what support she would like to access, I suggested options and we
agreed that a referral to an organisation that dealt with trauma would be appropriate. I completed
the forms and sent these off. They contacted her within two
weeks and invited her along to an appointment which I
attended with her. They were very helpful and made her
feel at ease.
She has continued to attend appointments with them
and popped into see me the other day to update me on
her progress. She’s extremely pleased with the support
they are giving her and continues to engage. There is a
noticeable difference in how she presents herself and
although it will be a long and difficult process to work
through this trauma she’s doing very well. She’s stopped
attending the doctor as frequently, in fact she’s only
been in once for a review of her medication as oppose
to once a week. I hope this is a new start for her and she
is able to come to terms with what happened and move
forward living a happier and healthier life.
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Community Links Practitioners often encounter individuals in crisis situations, where their ability to
meet their basic needs is compromised. The flexibility inherent in the role means that usually CLPs are
able to respond to such situations and draw on their skills and knowledge to enact an approach which
leads to the most positive outcome possible. One output from CLP activity has been that they have
brought in food bank vouchers to some of the practices, helping to overcome original reticence on the
part of practices that this would lead to more pressure being placed on staff.

Jenny’s story

(mitigating DWP induced crisis)
Late one Friday afternoon, Jenny attended an appointment with her GP because she was in a state if
distress, having been sanctioned by the DWP and not knowing anything about it until her benefit did
not show as a deposit in her bank account. On that particular afternoon, the CLP had been on a home
visit, then was meeting a Financial Inclusion Officer as part of her community asset mapping exercise;
but was reachable via mobile phone. The GP briefly explained what his patient had told and asked if
there was something they could possibly do.
On obtaining Jenny’s mobile phone number, the CLP contacted her for some clearer information.
After finding out who her housing association was, the CLP contacted them to speak to the Welfare
Rights Officer (WRO) and get an emergency appointment with him. Meeting Jenny at the office of
her housing association we discussed Jenny’s situation and what could be done. The WRO had agreed
to support Jenny to make an application to the Welfare Fund for a crisis grant, apply for Job Seekers
Allowance and appeal to have her appeal hearing heard again because of exceptional circumstances.
While Jenny and her WRO proceeded with all the benefit issues the CLP contacted the manager of the
local food bank. She agreed to three days’ supply, enough for Jenny and her family over the weekend
and was happy for the CLP to complete and hand in the referral form on Monday. The CLP collected
the food as the office was about to close, then delivered to Jenny at the housing association. Jenny
was advised to contact the CLP next week if her benefits weren’t sorted out or needed more support.
The following Tuesday, Jenny called the CLP to advise of issues with the DWP, but that she did receive
a crisis grant from the Welfare Fund which was tiding her over. The CLP advised Jenny to contact her
when she hears if her appeal to have her hearing heard has been successful and also if the benefits
issue continues so she could make another referral to the local food bank.
Jenny called a week later with a date for her hearing and advised her Job Seekers Allowance had been
paid. Jenny was signposted to the local CAB and took written details from the CLP on the current
issues and support needs.
The next time Jenny called was to thank the CLP for all the support given and to let her know she had
won her appeal.
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Issues relating to suicide are a relatively prevalent theme, occurring in case notes for over 3% of all
programme referrals. Of course when this is mentioned there are typically a range of other issues that
are important.

Abridged excerpt
from Matthew’s story
(From Jaggy Nettles to Soft Green Grass)

When I met Matthew he clearly had a few rough days trying to refrain from alcohol as his recent
attempt on his life had been a wake-up call for him. The thought of his children being further
disappointment in him was enough for him to seek medical attention. His referral from the GP was to
assess further risks and link him into services that might reduce his social isolation.
I called to discuss the referral and to arrange an appointment. Firstly I offered a home visit knowing
Matthew was probably keeping his head down and leaving his place of safety might mean passing an
Off Licence or supermarket where the temptation to purchase alcohol would be increased; the home
visit was accepted.
His place of safety was his brothers flat; a wee one-bedroom four-in-a-block, which was already
overcrowded. However Matthew was pleased to have a roof over his head and his brother was willing
to take the risk being in breach of of his tenancy agreement.
Initially the engagement was a little strained as both men were a bit wary as to my role and were
cagey with the information or details they were willing to share. However after further discussing my
role and me being independent of all statutory services, we could begin to build our relationship.
This visit wasn’t very long as Matthew had already decided he didn’t want a lot of services supporting
him as a number had already been either offered or identified by his GP, he was already feeling
overwhelmed and had an uncontrolled urge to reach for another bottle.
Offering reassurance in the form of listening to what he had to say, taking on board all his concerns,
he had decided on his local CAT (Community Addictions Team), thus this link would be made. Further
conversation discovered Matthew would need no support to attend, he knew where the office was and
also on the direct bus route.
For the next year I monitored Matthew’s progress and he continually engaged with his CAT worker;
however I was saddened to hear that with every success came a few set-backs. Matthew managed
a number of periods of sobriety, during which he would engage with health services to manage his
long term conditions, these that were totally neglected when alcohol would be his only priority. These
periods would last 2-3 months at any one time; this is when he would describe his life as “good”.
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This pattern of behaviour continued until I received a notice through Docman records, Matthew had
tried to take his life once again. So before arranging a home visit, which he seemed glad to have
received my call, I went through his notes thoroughly, for any signs as to why he could refrain from
consuming alcohol to excess for months then find life was too hard to carry on.
When I arrived Matthew was still under the influence, but fully responsive and pleased to see me. His
son who was visiting made himself scarce so Matthew and I could talk. Initially it was small talk,
just catching up on the missed months, before getting to the recent events that led me to his house
today. Throughout the conversation Matthew made several strong statements “I love my life when
I’m sober”, “I don’t want to be a disappointment to my children anymore”, “my wife took everything
from me”, “sometimes it all gets too much”.
I knew from Matthew’s behaviour and conversation there was an underlying reason why Matthew
drunk alcohol to excess, so I asked him. He lifted his head and stared at me a while before replying
“No one’s ever asked me that before”. The following hour was very emotional for both of us as
Matthew disclosed his reason, in his own words.
His disclosure was about historical sexual abuse, carried out by a trusted family member. Matthew
cried for the next hour and went through all the different emotions in connection to this; self-hate,
self-loath, fear, guilt, being ashamed and blaming other family members for the abuse happening
and for not being there afterwards. Then he thought about his CAT worker and all the emotions and
fear came again.
When the time came for Matthew to meet his CAT worker again, he asked for support to go. He was
fearful but wanted to be honest with John as he had never told him the reason behind his drinking
and also imagined John would judge him, this never happened. John was fully understanding and
grateful for Matthew’s honestly. This disclosure also meant further new territory for Matthew; he no
longer would receive input from CAT as his support would come from a different service, although
scared by this Matthew knew their input was not what he needed.
We discussed support available, what the services could
do to help and what would be required of Matthew;
so while still with him I called the Moira Anderson
Foundation and agreed the first appointment with
Matthew and the staff member who would meet with
Matthew. Before I left we discussed Matthew’s
presentation for his first appointment and advised
he would get the most out of it if he were sober.
To my surprise Matthew told me he would come off
the drink and keep his head down till I came back
the following week; and true to his word he was sober
when I arrived.
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moment, it’s hard and
everything is a mess
up here (placing his
hands on his head),
but I need to do this,
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can’t carry on the way
I was going, I want to
be here for my son
and make amends
with my daughter.”
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That’s been several weeks now and Matthew met with staff to discuss his support needs and has
been seeing his counsellor.
However, life has a habit of putting spanners in the works, and a new pathway isn’t always smooth.
Matthew had done himself proud and managed to refrain from drinking
until a family argument had “broke” him and led him down the
self-destruct path again, only this time Matthew phoned me.
The next hour was intense and my response needed to be quick;
but with other appointments booked I had little time to piece
together appropriate crisis intervention and make sure Matthew got
to these services. With the help of our senior GP, I managed to secure
an emergency appointment with duty physiatrist at the local PCMHT
as Matthew’s intent was suicide. Instead of phone back with this
information I headed straight to Matthew’s, knowing he would need
support to go; but there was to be another sudden change of plan.
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Matthew was so disorientated when I arrived, clearly in crisis.
He had taken most of his weekly supply of prescription drugs from
his dosset box; emergency services were called. I stayed with him
while he waited; the ambulance staff were brilliant, patient as well
as understanding. Satisfied he was in safe hands I could carry on
with the rest of my day, but he wasn’t far from my thoughts.
The next day Matthew texted, this made me smile and chuckle.
Happy to respond, Matthew agreed to a home visit; he still had a smile for me
when I arrived. We discussed what happened, what led him back to alcohol? What
was so bad he wanted to take his life? It was a family argument that left him so
badly hurt, not angry, really hurt by the names his son called him. Supporting
him to saddle up again, Matthew “promised” he would be sober again for Friday, his next visit to the
Moira Anderson Foundation.
And here he was, shaken but not down; determined to carry on. We discussed the changes he wanted
to make and why he had decided these changes were the best things for him to do. From then I have
watched this man go from strength to strength, making life changing decisions and knowing what
to do when danger presents itself. Matthew even said he was really proud of himself for having the
strength to make these changes.
Matthew has come a long way down his new path; falling over branches, falling into potholes, but
at the same time climbing higher than ever before or discovering new ways of getting out of the
potholes life has dug for him. The jaggy nettles are still there hiding in the overgrowth of soft green
grass, but they don’t sting as much as before; this is because his learning has become the docken
leaves that sooth the stings his childhood experiences left him with.
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On occasion, an important part of a CLP’s role is in advocating on individual’s behalf to ensure they
receive the best possible service to meet their needs.

Jean’s story
Jean is a lady in her late 70’s who lives at home with her husband Tony. Tony has dementia and Jean
is his main carer. Jean was referred to the CLP by the GP to look into what support was available
in respect of her caring role in order to relieve some of the stress this places on her. The referral
took the form of a short written note and brief conversation, after which, the CLP contacted Jean to
arrange an initial appointment.
During the initial appointment the CLP explained about the Link Worker Programme and the CLP role
before speaking with Jean about her situation and the sort of things that she felt may make things
easier for her. Jean explained that Social Work Services were already involved and that Tony does
receive short daily visits from Home Support workers but that other than this she is responsible for
providing the vast majority of support.
Jean explained that although her family do help out where possible, her time is largely taken up by
caring for Tony and she therefore struggles to find time for herself to do anything or just to have a
break. Tony had previously attended a Day Care Centre but this was found to be unsuitable and to
date Jean had only received 2 hours of respite care. The CLP informed Jean of support available from
her local Carers Centre and agreed to make a referral for her. The CLP also agreed to phone Jean in a
few weeks time to check how things were progressing.
The CLP followed up with a phone call as agreed at which time, Jean confirmed that a worker from
the Carers Centre had visited and explained about various supports they could provide including
assistance to liaise with Social Work Services in respect of accessing respite care for Tony. Jean was
however slightly confused about the next steps in the process and could not remember whether she
had been advised to wait for further contact or if she was supposed to follow up on anything herself.
The CLP therefore agreed to phone the Carers Centre to clarify the situation before phoning Jean
back to confirm.
This phone call to the Carers Centre established that respite assessment had been requested and
would be completed within certain time period and that Carers Centre would be back in touch with
Jean around particular supports but that she could also contact them again at any time if the need
arose. The CLP agreed to phone Jean again for a further follow up once the respite assessment had
been completed.
The CLP again followed up with phone call as agreed. During this phone call one of Jean’s family
members informed that respite had been agreed and was due to take place the following week but
that Jean had now just received notification from Social Work Services that it could not now go ahead
as agreed due to an issue with funding which was no longer available. The CLP agreed to attend a
home visit with Jean the following day as she was reportedly very upset about current situation and
family were concerned about possible affects this could have on her general health.
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During home visit Jean explained that one week of respite care at a local Care Home had been agreed
and that everything was arranged for this to take place in a few days time but that she had then
received a last minute phone call from Social Work Services informing that this was cancelled and
could not proceed for another month.
Jean explained that the phone call had provided little explanation other than to say there had been
a mistake in respect of funding. Jean informed that she really needed a break and was therefore
looking forward to the respite taking place, and although angry and frustrated about this being
cancelled, she did not feel there was anything she could do to change the situation if Social Work had
already taken this decision. The CLP spoke with Jean and agreed to contact the local Carers Centre to
enquire about any assistance they could offer in terms of advocating to Social Work Services, and also
to phone Social Work Services directly to explain of Jean’s unhappiness with decision and request that
respite was reinstated for this month as agreed.
The CLP spoke with members of Social Work Services including a worker from the Carers Team and a
worker from the Older People’s Team who were actually responsible for arranging the respite. During
these conversations it was confirmed that the reason for cancellation of the respite was due to an
oversight on the part of Social Work Services in relation to available funding.
The CLP emphasised the stress, upset and frustration that this decision had caused Jean and
requested that respite be reinstated as agreed. It was confirmed that this information would be
passed to service managers who were now due to meet again to discuss case that afternoon. The
Carers Team also agreed to provide some individual overnight support for Tony in order to allow Jean
to have some sort of break if the original respite was not reinstated.
The following working day Social Work Services did however phone to confirm that the decision had
been reversed and one week of respite would now go ahead this month as agreed. Jean was pleased
with this outcome and the support received from the CLP to assist her in achieving this. The CLP
encouraged Jean to contact the Carers Centre directly in future if further issues arose in this area and
to contact CLP as well if required for any reason.
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Having the flexibility to creatively draw on their wide ranging knowledge of various resources, means
CLPs are able to work together with people to find solutions that are tailored to their own particular
needs and interests. It is recognised that a ‘one size fits all’ is anathema to links journey’s reaching
positive destinations.

Marianne’s story

(overcoming doubt and finding creative solutions)
When I first met Marianne, she was sceptical about my role and what I could do for her. She told
me that she’d only kept the appointment with me because she didn’t want to let anyone down. I
reassured her that it was fine if she didn’t need or want my help as it is very much a person centred
approach and she didn’t have to sign up for anything that she didn’t want to.
Marianne settled down and revealed that she had worried a lot about her sibling’s and her own
health. I discussed various support services with her and Marianne agreed to a referral for the
Community Chaplain Listening Service.
When I discovered that Marianne had cancelled her
appointment with the Chaplain, I phoned her and she
explained that on reflection, she’d decided that it wasn’t
what she wanted after all. We had a further discussion
about support and Marianne said that she just wanted
to get involved in an activity that would take her
mind off things. She would love to learn how to use a
computer so I made a referral to a local computing class
for older people.
Marianne has now completed the first block of classes
and has enjoyed it so much she’s signed up for the next
block. Marianne’s new found computing skills is keeping
her mind occupied and she’s thrilled to be able to email
and Skype her daughter who works overseas.
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Working in synergy with other members of the practice team shows how the CLP role has become
quickly embedded and complements the existing suite of services that general practice offers.

Margaret’s story
(working in synergy)

Our practice nurse referred Margaret after a routine diabetes check-up. Our practice nurse has longer
appointments and is able to have extensive conversations with people. During this conversation
Margaret disclosed that she was feeling stressed about the situation with her teenage daughter. Her
daughter had stopped going to school and had started consuming large quantities of alcohol. She
also mentioned that her daughter’s biological father had recently been in touch via a social media
site. There were some issues in the past with the biological father and Margaret was worried that he
might be a threat to her daughter.
I phoned Margaret to book in an appointment within the practice for the following week. She divulged
some additional information about the biological father. Her main concern was that her daughter
would run away with her biological father and go out of the country. There had been a recent meeting
between Margaret, her daughter and the biological father. Margaret’s current partner and stepfather
to her daughter had not been informed. She was anxious about telling him but decided she would
speak to him before our appointment.
Before the appointment I decided to get some information from the local police station and from a
solicitor. I spoke to someone on the national police line; their suggestion was to get the biological
father do a basic self-disclosure form check if he had nothing to hide and to prove he was no threat to
his daughter. I obtained a copy of the form from the local police station and a police officer gave me
some advice that I could pass on to Margaret. I also visited two local solicitors for some free advice.
Only one of them was helpful and offered to provide legal aid if the family needed a solicitor. I
also spoke to the social worker involved with the family. The social worker said they would contact
Margaret and find out if the biological father is on their care list. Apart from that the social worker
was not much help. Before I got in contact with them they were planning to take the daughter off
their care list. However they will now be looking back in to the family situation.
The stepfather arrived at our scheduled appointment along with Margaret. Margaret had explained to
him everything that had been happening with the biological father. He now feels betrayed that he had
no knowledge of what had being happening. Their relationship has had some degree of turbulence
but this new development drove them further apart.
I gave them information on free family counselling that the whole family can use. I gave them the selfdisclosure form and passed on the information from the police reassuring them that the biological
father would be breaking the law if the daughter decided to leave the country with him.
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A few months later Margaret asked the GP if she could see me again. We arranged for her to come in
the following day. Not long after our first appointment Margaret separated from her partner after he
committed a violent attack on another family member.
She revealed that she had been the subject of domestic abuse in the past with her partner. At
the same time of this attack her brother died from a suspected suicide. However there were some
inconsistencies with the evidence and it may have been a homicide. She has been unable to come to
terms with it. Her brother was her main source of emotional support. She was very emotional during
our appointment. She had no-one to turn to and the rest of her family have disowned her after she
took her partner back. We discussed what her priorities were at the moment and it was clear getting
some specialist bereavement counselling was her top priority.
She has now had a few weeks of specialist counselling and feels she is coming to terms with the
trauma of her loss. Social workers are still involved with her daughter and the school have secured
her a placement on a college course. She is seeing her biological father now. I am still working with
Margaret and I am hopeful we can support her further.

Identifying each individuals particular interests and skills allows an asset based approach to be adopted
in overcoming challenges that may compromise wellbeing.

Olivia’s story

(overcoming isolation and recovering from addiction)
Twenty-six year old Olivia was referred to me by one of our GPs. Olivia moved to Glasgow a year ago
after fleeing from an abusive ex-partner. Olivia really misses her family who still live in the town that
she had to leave. She’s been attending group therapy sessions to address alcohol issues and doing
really well but wanted some additional support to help her regain her confidence and establish new
social networks.
Although she finds the addictions therapy sessions very useful in terms of helping her to manage
her use of alcohol, she wanted to be involved in ‘normal’ activities, where she would meet ‘normal’
people. Despite having lived in Glasgow for a year, apart from going to the therapy sessions, she
hardly goes out and has few friends. Olivia wanted to rebuild her life and would like to have a job in
the future but wasn’t sure what she was capable of doing and didn’t feel ready to work just yet.
I spent some time getting to know Olivia and then made some suggestions about various activities
that she might be interested in. When I spoke about the possibility of doing some volunteering to
help her in her future career, Olivia was very keen on the idea but wasn’t sure what to volunteer for.
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I showed Olivia how to use an online database to find volunteering opportunities and she promptly
signed up to volunteer with a music project. Olivia was also keen to be referred to an art class, an
embroidery class and also join our weekly surgery walk.
Olivia enjoyed going to the art classes but discovered that the embroidery class wasn’t for her. She
came on the surgery walks and established a really good rapport with the other walkers despite
being the youngest by far, in the group. Perhaps being the youngest in the group worked in her
favour as the other walkers took her under their wing. Knowing that Olivia was relatively new to the
area, they shared many stories about the locality with her, pointing out local areas of interest, the
history of some of the places we walked by and generally made sure she was very much included.
Seven months on, Olivia has finished her course of art classes and no longer goes to the walking
group. She’s busy volunteering for a local charity and has become their vice chair. She’s also
thinking about volunteering in another charity that supports women in crisis. Olivia says that my
conversations with her and the support that she’s received has increased her confidence and she now
wants to pursue a career in social care and will enrol in a course at a local college.

“You changed my world read the message on these thank you flowers received by a CLP”
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Some links journeys involve serial encounters, as per the very nature of general practice.
However not all do.

If only every case was
as opened and closed
Don’t get me wrong it’s great when you meet someone at the right time, ready for change and
with insight into their contemplation of it, who will then grasp the opportunities they find in their
community. It happened last week with a guy who had been referred to me following a fairly serious
suicide attempt.
He was on my list to call when a call was received by our receptionist to say he was on his way to
hospital following another, this time horrific, suicide attempt. It was not looking good for him but
amazingly he survived and was transferred to the appropriate hospital to recover.
I spoke to him whilst he was in hospital because his suicidal ideation was related to massive debts
following his first ever experience of unemployment and I was aware of a service doing outreach in
his ward and wanted to check if he’d linked in. He had, and in a sense it shows that some elements of
this links role aren’t that new.
So fast forward, the chap is home and back at his GP. After one appointment with me I know he’s
a long time skilled grafter – certain interesting aspects of his working history come to light during
this conversation that practice staff were not previously aware of – and that he’s unaware of services
other than his GP.
BUT… he’s ready for change. We have an initial discussion and he heads off with some project ideas
to have a think. He’s already signed himself up for some local adult learning classes so is well up for
some ‘homework’. Two weeks later he’s back to see his GP then myself immediately afterwards. He
kindly agrees to a student nurse shadowing me and he’s all set for going along to a local project I
have shared information with him on.
This project is a favourite of mine that I wish I could refer to more often. We give them a call and they
have a six month course starting next week! Although there might not be spaces they say ‘please do
drop in’. He’s so keen on the thought of being able to start next week after reading all about them
that we agree to attend the next morning.
It’s a great supported visit, with me stepping back by the end of it to let him get on and build his own
rapport with folk, and it ends with him having a place and us leaving to the sound of much mutual
vocal celebration! Highlight of the working week!
It’s great when that happens and you can simply enable someone to navigate the systems and get
back to living well day to day. If only every referral was as open and closed like this, but then that
wouldn’t be true to the nature, oft steeped in crisis as it is, of the environment in which we work… the
Deep End as it were… ”
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Many links journey’s result in individuals engaging in creative, expressive pursuits, which can have
many benefits to psychological wellbeing and regaining a ‘sense of control’.

Declan’s story
(finding your voice)

Declan is a 21 year old male. He was referred to me by one of our GPs for help with low confidence
and OCD.
When I first met Declan, I found him to be a very articulate young man who was very self-conscious
about what people thought of him. He said that he felt comfortable and able to talk to me but this
wasn’t always the case when he meets new people. He found being in groups particularly challenging.
He worries about what people might be saying or thinking about him and feels self-conscious of the
way he walks.
I tried to get Declan to open up about where these insecure feelings might come from and he
revealed that he had been bullied at school and some pupils had given him a hard time about the
way he walked.
He told me he’d already used a local counselling service but that hadn’t worked at all. Declan felt
that they hadn’t understood him and thought that it was ‘all in his head’. Declan said his confidence
was low but he didn’t want any more counselling. He said he wasn’t really doing anything socially
but would like to get involved in some activities where he could meet and be around people but
where there was an activity to concentrate on rather than just interacting with others as that would
make him feel self-conscious. We had a discussion about his interests and I made some enquiries and
referrals.
Declan is now part of a local choir that meets weekly. The group has mainly older people attending
but this hasn’t put Declan off and he’s really enjoying the singing. He’s also attending weekly sessions
at a youth theatre group which is helping him build his confidence through drama. Declan has also
been referred to an activity weekend aimed at people with enduring mental health issues by using
activities as a tool to build confidence. He will attend this in the New Year.
Feedback from Declan has been positive. He’s enjoying the choir and youth theatre and looking
forward to the activity weekend. He still has some way to go but feels a little more confident. He likes
having activities to go to and hasn’t had any negative feelings about the people he’s met through
those activities so far.
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Reflective of the nature of ‘family doctors’, as GP surgeries are often referred to as, CLPs will often work
with more than one member of the same family, usually this involves interlinking issues for which a
holistic approach is necessary in addressing.

Janet and John’s story
(a holistic, family based approach)

I received a phone call from the District Nurse (DN) asking me if I would be able to come and speak
with her and a colleague about a family her colleague had visited.
The colleague was attached to another Practice and had been out to visit a 50-year-old man, John,
who had experienced an unexpected bout of ill health which had left him with severe, ongoing health
problems.
The DN was extremely concerned about the man’s partner, Janet, who was a patient on the practice
list at the surgery where I was based.
The DN explained that Janet had own health problems and had had a heart attack approximately a
year before and the DN was concerned that the pressure of caring for John and looking after their 4
children during the summer holiday period could have a detrimental impact on Janet’s health.
The DN said that she had phoned the Children & Families Team at the Social Work Department and
had been advised that they could not offer any support but had suggested a referral to the money
advice service to see if they could access any benefits or funds to help the family.
The DN said that she had spent a considerable amount of time in the family home and felt that they
needed some level of support but was unsure where to access this.
I agreed to contact the family and telephoned Janet. I arranged to visit the next day and at the visit,
Janet spoke about the circumstances around John’s ill health and how he had taken unwell entirely
unexpectedly. She described the severity of his condition and how they expected his recuperation
period to be lengthy.
Janet’s main concern, at this point, was balancing her ability to care for John and look after her
children. She was also concerned about trying to make the situation as “normal” as possible for them
and not to let their dad’s health impact too negatively on their wellbeing.
Janet had a good supportive family network but the family all had their own commitments – work
and family – and could only offer limited support.
My initial thoughts were that perhaps a priority referral to the Carers Service might be appropriate
as they would be able to access immediate respite either to sit with John to allow Janet to spend time
with the children or to accompany the children to the activities they would normally go to.
I discussed this with Janet and John and checked that John would be willing to have someone else
look after him if it allowed Janet to spend time with the children.
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This was difficult for John as it illustrated how different his life was at that particular time and
acknowledged that he would need someone to look after him however he said that he was happy to
do what was required for the benefit of his family.
During the visit, we also had a conversation about planning ahead and what legal steps were in place
should something happen to John and/or Janet’s health.
The family had thought about Power of Attorney (PoA) and making wills but hadn’t gotten around
to doing this so I offered to send information about PoA and the list of solicitors who are part of the
Start the Conversation Campaign.
We also spoke about a community alarm as it may be a reassurance if John is left unattended for any
time.
Janet was happy enough to follow up on PoA and the community alarm herself once she had the
information but requested that I make the referral to the Carers’ Service.
I telephoned the Duty Worker at the Carer’s Team for guidance about whether the referral
was appropriate and was advised that they should be able to offer a service quickly due to the
circumstances.
I telephoned Janet to let her know that someone from the Carer’s Team would be in touch and to
contact me should she require further assistance.
I later received a call from the Manager at the Carer’s Team to let me know that they were providing
30 hours respite over the summer holiday period and that they had arranged an appointment for
Janet with the solicitor who runs a surgery in the local Carer’s Centre to discuss PoA.
A few weeks later, once the children were back at school, I phoned Janet to find out how things
had gone. Janet said that the respite service looked after John to allow her to spend time with the
children which had gone well and, at this point, she did
not need any further support.
However Janet mentioned that she had also had a
carer’s health assessment by the Carer’s Nurse and
they had advised her to follow up on a couple of health
matters. Therefore, while she was on the phone, I was
able to make an appointment for Janet with the Practice
Nurse.
A few months after the respite had ended, I received an
update from the manager at the Carer’s Team to advise
that they had phoned Janet to review and evaluate their
support and found out that John had now returned to
work.
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The following case story highlights how creative solutions are sometimes desired in addressing many of
the most prevalent issues that affect individuals who participate in the programme.

Jennifer’s story
(creative solutions)

Jennifer is in her mid 50’s. She lives alone although she is in a relationship with a long term partner
and she has a grown up daughter who lives nearby. Jennifer was referred to the Community Links
Practitioner by the Practice Nurse who explained that Jennifer had previously suffered a TIA (stroke)
and although generally recovered continued to experience stress and depression. The referral took
the form of a verbal conversation between the Practice Nurse and the Community Links Practitioner
after which the Practice Nurse contacted Jennifer to explain about the referral and book an
appointment for her to see the Community Links Practitioner.
During the initial appointment the Community Links Practitioner explained the Links Worker
Programme and the CLP role before speaking with Jennifer about her situation in order to identify the
issues that were important to her and consider what sort of support might be available to address
these.
Jennifer explained that she had experienced depression for quite a number of years and believes this
is caused or exacerbated by a number of issues including historical events including bereavement of
family members, as well as more current stresses including financial pressures and worries about her
own physical health as well as that of other family members. Jennifer also explained that despite the
fact that she is active and often quite busy in terms of participation in community activities, she often
felt isolated.
During the initial appointment the Community Links Practitioner signposted Jennifer to a number of
services including, among others, CRUSE, PCMHT, and Chest, Heart & Stroke Scotland Freephone
Nurses advice line for information and advice around physical health condition and potential support
available. With Jennifer’s agreement, the Community Links Practitioner referred her to Money Advice
agency through NHS Financial Inclusion service for advice around benefit entitlement and any other
available financial assistance, and to local Stress services for support around counselling and stress
management.
The Community Links Practitioner followed up on initial contact through phone calls and further
appointments to discuss progress. During these appointments Jennifer updated the Community Links
Practitioner on mixed experiences in respect of the services she had accessed with some proving more
beneficial to her situation than others.
In addition the follow up appointments provided further opportunity for Jennifer and the Community
Links Practitioner to discuss her situation and general interests in more detail which include creative
writing. Through these discussions it became apparent that Jennifer carried out a variety of regular
but ad hoc and low level caring activities for various members of her family although she would not
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have previously identified herself as a carer, as her role was not structured in this respect and she
viewed this as just being part of normal daily living, and family responsibilities. The Community Links
Practitioner supported Jennifer to self-refer to her local Carers Centre. Jennifer later attended a day
trip with a group of other Carers, organised by the Carers Centre.
The Community Links Practitioner also signposted Jennifer to a Creative Writing group which was
running a project in her local area for people experiencing mental health issues. Jennifer confirmed
her interest in this activity and the Community Links Practitioner assisted her to access it.
During further follow up conversations, Jennifer confirmed that she had enjoyed the Creative Writing
sessions and had gained a sense of achievement from being involved. Jennifer informed that being
involved in this activity had also increased her confidence, self-esteem and her belief in her own
ability.
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Being able to identify and being responsive to each individuals particular needs is crucial in ensuring
the most positive outcomes are attained.

Donald’s story
(navigating systems)

I received a referral from a GP Partner for a 49-year-old man, Donald who has a learning disability
and a history of mental ill health.
Although Donald worked briefly in the past he was unable to sustain his employment and was in
receipt of benefits.
He had come to the doctor because he had received a letter from the DWP with a questionnaire about
his capability for work. He didn’t understand why he had received the letter and had thought that the
doctor could complete the questionnaire.
The GP asked me to speak with Donald and I was able to explain what the form was for and that
it had to be returned by a deadline. I explained that the best course of action would be to make
an appointment with the local money advice service and checked if Donald would need support to
attend.
The money advice service offers a regular drop-in but Donald can be a bit anxious when there is a lot
of people around so I telephoned the local money advice service to ask for an appointment rather
than completing the NHS referral form.
Also we were working to a deadline therefore it was more practical to telephone than put a referral in
writing.
Donald was given an appointment and I accompanied him. The Money Advisor could see that Donald
was anxious so she took time to put him at ease and to explain the process for completing the form.
During the appointment, the Money Advisor also suggested another benefit that Donald might be
entitled to (PIP) and suggested that we come back so she could assist him with this.
In the past if someone was applying for DLA the forms were available to advice services and they
would have them in stock however the process for applying for PIP is now more complicated.
The initial part of the process is done by phone and the person has to wait for the form to arrive then
has 28 days to complete and return the form. This meant that Donald needed two money advice
appointments to apply for PIP and fortunately the form arrived in time for his 2nd appointment.
While completing both of the benefits forms, the Money Advisor and I had to prompt Donald as
he found it difficult to answer the questions fully and often took them at face value. Therefore he
indicated that he was capable of some tasks by himself but when questioned it was apparent that
family supported him closely.
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For this reason, the Money Advisor was keen for someone to accompany Donald if he was called for
assessment.
I was going to be on holiday so didn’t want to leave Donald without any support if he was called for
assessment while I was not around therefore I suggested the Advocacy Project as they had their new
Welfare Advocacy Support Project.
Donald was okay with this suggestion and I made the referral by telephone. As this was a new service
there was a bit of confusion when I first phoned about whether Donald fitted the Advocacy Project’s
criteria but this was soon cleared up.
On return from holiday I contacted Donald and he had met with the advocacy worker, attended his
assessment and been awarded PIP.
Overall the support Donald received from the money advice and advocacy services was of a high
quality and was of great benefit to him.
The Money Advisor was very helpful throughout and put Donald at ease; she treated him with respect
and dignity and did not presume that because of his learning disability he would not understand nor
be able to participate in appointments.
Also Donald benefitted greatly from the Welfare Advocacy Support Project as it’s highly likely he
would have struggled with the assessment without any support.
The internal NHS processes for referring to money advice means that the GP could have referred
Donald for support directly but if this had happened then Donald may have struggled to follow
through and could have seen his benefits stopped, never mind receiving additional benefits.

Links Worker Programme participants from across the seven participating practices, take part in a Healthier Scotland,
National Conversation event
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Often CLPs directly plug the gap when there are difficulties in accessing various third party services.

A CLP’s experience of supporting
programme participants to access
mental health services
The gentleman was referred to Primary Care Mental Health Team (PCMHT) after suicidal ideation (not
intent otherwise he would have been referred to the crisis team).
After waiting for four to five weeks for an assessment he then waited six to eight weeks to start his
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy which was chosen to be the best option. After feeling slightly more
comfortable with them he disclosed he had been sexually abused so they immediately stopped these
sessions and referred him to sexual abuse / assault clinic (also comes under PCMHT).
He again had to wait for an appointment with them (unsure of time length, but I would like to hope it
would be a lot less) then he was seen twice before he disengaged as he didn’t like it there. This was a
fair few years ago (although the process remains the same) and he has kept presenting at the doctor
for support with depression, suicidal ideation etc.
When he was referred to me his two friends had recently completed suicide (compounding his own
ongoing depression / suicidal ideation). Although he needs support with his mental health the GP
will not refer him back to PCMHT as they will just refer him to SAAC which he said outright he won’t
engage with.
Meanwhile I continue to provide emotional and psychological support whilst continually seeking to
identify and access external services that will be of benefit.
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The following moving story again highlights the value in CLPs being based within general practice and
therefore able to work holistically with different members of the same family.

Excerpt from Mary and Lizzy’s Story
(“can I have a links practitioner too?”)

But for this young one, the worst was yet to come. Almost six months to the day that her Mum had
passed away her Daddy was found dead and her Nana fell apart. Her Nana’s boy, her Daddy, had
decided life was not for him one night while intoxicated on a lethal dose of mixed prescription and
illicit drugs. She had lost both her mummy and daddy; in the short space of six months she was now
an orphan.
Life did go on and she developed a strength and resilience she never knew she had. Though she
quickly realised had no choice. She knew her job now was to support her Nana, her new kinship carer,
the person who would look after her, provide for her and guide her all through the rest of her life. But
this was quite a scary thought as she watched her Nana’s health get worse, she watched her Nana
cry all the time or lie lifeless on the sofa. She knew her Nana was attending her doctors and also
seeing another “doctor” to help her deal with recent life-changing events, but nothing seemed to
work.
Nearly six months after she had lost her daddy, her Nana told her she had an appointment with a
new person in her doctor’s surgery, her doctor had referred her to a Community Links practitioner,
but her Nana wasn’t convinced this person could help either. Her Nana’s doctor had made referrals
before for her to several agencies or other health professionals who were to help her come to terms
with losing her son, but nothing seemed to work. It was then I met Lizzy for the first time.
What followed next was 90 minutes for tears and a heart breaking tale of what led to her son’s
death. Mary told me of the number of counsellors she had seen and how none had made an ounce
of difference. Every minute was clearly painful for Mary as she struggled with every word, describing
how he lived his life, the breakdown of his marriage and her last conversation she had with her only
son. Mary apologised for making me cry, but I felt her heartache, her sorrow as she told her story,
but I’m not afraid to show my emotions and explained I was happy to cry with her. I asked about her
granddaughter and what it has meant to her becoming a kinship carer; this was clearly her lifeline;
her granddaughter was to be her son’s legacy and what she would eventually want to live for and
remain a recovering alcoholic.
We agreed on a plan to meet fortnightly. This would allow her time to talk, to hear her words and
maybe one day she’d be ready for further appropriate referrals. But for now the referrals would be
specifically around her granddaughter. This would be to support her financially and to enable her to
provide for her granddaughter so she would never have to go without. Referrals were made to have a
full benefits review carried out and to SAAFA to arrange an assessment as her son had been recently
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in the Armed Forces. Eventually all financial issues had been addressed. Mary could provide for her
granddaughter and ensure she had the same opportunities as other children her own age. This left
more time to focus solely on Mary, to help her find ways to come to terms with her loss.
Our 1:1 sessions continued, providing Mary with a safe platform to talk and allowing me time to build
on her self-esteem and confidence and also secure a healthy professional relationship that would be a
conduit for trust. This eventually led to Mary agreeing to join me on a weekly walking group and then
taking part in a pilot tennis programme. Her confidence grew weekly until she was attending the local
gym herself through a Live Active referral and her smile had begun to break through the clouds.
Mary went from strength to strength; enjoying her new healthier lifestyle, enjoying being a
grandmother/kinship carer and watching her granddaughter grow into this wonderful young girl. She
still had her dark days, but recognised they reared their heads less frequently, but wasn’t too hard on
herself on the days they came. Life was looking better and admitted she had something wonderful to
life for; her granddaughter.
Shock came one night when her granddaughter broke down. This wonderful young girl was sobbing
uncontrollably and tried to tell her Nana what life had been like for her. It was then Lizzy asked if
she could have her own Community Links Practitioner. Mary immediately spoke to her GP, to ask
why Lizzy was reacting now and would it be appropriate for her see the CLP. Her long-standing
relationship with her doctor allowed both of them to have an open and frank discussion as to “why
now?”
The conclusion of their meeting was simple. Lizzy was well aware despite her young age, how the
death of her daddy had affected her Nana. She had remained strong and been a great support to
her Nana in the 18 months after she lost her son. However, she was also aware of the progress her
Nana had made and how her Nana was now coping with life without her son; it was now her turn to
grieve. She had asked her Nana for her own CLP thinking this had been the only person her Nana had
trusted and who had managed to help her Nana smile again. And so I met with Lizzy for the first time.
The trust was immediately visible and reassurance was given in terms of her own right to privacy,
confirming nothing we discussed would be passed to anyone else, not even her Nana ,out with the
standard processes for information sharing. This pleased her as she never wanted to discuss her
thoughts and feeling with her Nana as she knew it made her Nana sad. Following further discussions,
Lizzy made the informed choice to attend PETAL; a specialised organisation who support children and
adults who have been affected by suicide and in Lizzy’s case, a child who has experienced it twice.
I’m happy to support Lizzy to attend PETAL as it may be a little difficult for her Nana to take her and
also may put some strain on their relationship. I have had the privilege of watching this young girl
grow in confidence and come to terms with her losses. I also was recently extremely privileged to be
invited to watch her perform in her dancing display, a great show and an even greater way to spend
my Friday evening.
Her Nana is so proud of her and told me so that night; however I couldn’t help but give the credit
to Mary. She has been there for Lizzy every day of her life despite her own demons and recently
celebrated her 11 years of sobriety.
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Move it
I did a slight double take. Shelley* had just walked into my clinic and announced that she had been
talking in the waiting room to Annette* (my next patient) and they had decided to start going to the
gym together as neither of them had anyone to go with. Wow! I thought as I filled out the Live Active
forms, not only does this prove the benefits of running late all the time, but maybe, just occasionally,
ears are not all made of cloth. Of course we’ll have to see how long the enthusiasm lasts. Getting us
all up off our backsides is like trying to shift a huge weight, literally as well as metaphorically. But
that is exactly what our practice is trying to do. As part of the Links Worker Programme, for the past
six months we have set about turning ourselves into a stuck record with one message- Move It!
I am not sure if charity begins at home, but health promotion certainly does. One of our first steps
was to start a Yoga class for all the practice team once a week in the waiting room. Our lovely teacher
from Yogability has taught us to be warriors, sphynxes, baby cobras, half pigeons and many other
creatures that we don’t even dare to imagine. The only thing louder than the clattering chairs as we
put them back out after the class are our creaking joints as we walk back to our rooms.
But the benefits have been immediate. “Come and see me on Thursday afternoons” said one GP, “you
have a chance I might be nice to you” (we think she was joking). One receptionist said: “I felt calmer,
more energized and it sparked something in me that told me I could take control of myself and up
to me to alter the things in my life that I did not like… I have now lost 3 stone”. You can read her full
account on our website at bit.ly/1hHC7L6. Yogability is a charity who run classes for disabled children,
carers and adults in our local area. So the sessions we buy from them are helping to fund the very
classes that we are now encouraging our patients to go along to.
Inspired by our yoga success, and also by a visit to Drumchapel by Judy Murray, we decided it was
time to hold an end of term practice sports day. Sadly the weather meant we had to hold our picnic
indoors. But then what a sight we made for the entertainment of the locals, not only puffing around
the Drumchapel Tennis Club courts, but scampering all over the Drum on a treasure hunt, meeting
the local heroes whose daily job it is to help people get moving. You can read all about it on our
website, along with more about how we are trying to Feel Good and Get Active.
Of course doctors, nurses, receptionists and waiting room posters encouraging everyone to get
moving isn’t enough. There are big barriers, whether life stresses, financial worries, other health
problems, fear and embarrassment or just good old laziness. But if two people who get talking in a
GP waiting room can start helping each other to overcome some of these barriers, maybe it is more
possible than we think.
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Tears in Pollok
This Links Worker Programme has had me close to tears a few times recently.
There was our recent full day learning journey. 6 doctors, one practice nurse and the Links
practitioner set off around our local area to explore some of our community resources.
First stop the Carers Team who can be accessed by phone (or form) on a single number and are
a partnership of resources from the NHS, Social Work and the Third Sector. Here we heard how
even the word “carer” can be a barrier to people seeking help as it isn’t how most people see their
relationships. They visit people at home to carry out assessments and arrange or assist people in
accessing appropriate supports. I know how many of my patients need these services and I feel my
eyes filling up with what? Relief, I think.
Next venue, the Carers Centre (Third Sector) where we meet a clever, resourceful, centre manager
who clearly has the people skills, imagination and vision to lead a service for carers from 7 years of
age upwards. The nearly tears are of gratitude now – smart people committed to the job. I’ve used
this service and met this woman before. I’m reminded why I tell people they won’t regret phoning.
On to Govan Law Centre and a homeless project. I recall patients who are sofa surfing, chaotic, being
evicted and I am listening to a precise young lawyer, a project leader and project workers who have
a clear sense of the law and of purpose. It’s housed in what used to be the old Govan Police Station
complete with cells. I’ll want this team on the case when I next encounter these homelessness
situations. Without the stability of somewhere to live there is little hope of health or happiness.
Onwards to Galgael which provides practical activities that offer purpose and meaning. It serves as
something of a safe harbour for those whose lives have been battered by worklessness, depression or
addiction. The woodwork they produce is beautiful. My partner is trying to find out how to commission
a new dining table! The volunteer who shows us around, competent and articulate, shares some of
the stories of people who enjoy using this space. Nearly tears of admiration and inspiration.
Another three visits including Home Start where we learn of the small army of volunteers who
give a few hours of support on a weekly basis to young families (more admiration) and The Village
Storytelling Centre where bright young actors run community projects for general and more specific
groups like teenage mothers and football reminiscence groups for the memory impaired (nearly tears
of optimism for the future).
We also managed a short lunch break in a trendy Govan café. Not an oxymoron, trendy and Govan, by
the way!
However, more emotion when a young woman comes to see me with an ailment and mentions how
she is feeling so much better than before, she has lost weight (34% of her body weight!), is taking
regular exercise, enjoys running, and found the mental health resource we linked her too really
helpful. She is barely recognisable as she looks so fit and well.
Same surgery and a different patient puts his head round the door to say that he is loving his new
job, I was so right about that service, he wishes he’d done it ages ago!
I’m inspired by this and by other people I’ve met this week whose lives have been changed by this
project.
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My script and my sick line
It’s one of those moments that comes up so regularly, a mini moral dilemma in the daily stream of
dilemmas and decisions. “I’m just here for my script and my sick line”. She’s as anxious to get out
quickly with her fluoxetine and four week fit note as I am to catch up and face a few less complaints
about how late I’m running. It feels like a choice between two kinds of ‘good’ doctor, the efficient
manager of limited resources and the one who wants to make a difference. Some times I know I must
prioritise, or I simply feel beaten down, and opt for the former: other times I take a deep breath and…
Five months on ESA, before that on JSA. One year anniversary of mum’s death coming up soonstressed about this, was very close, still feels she hasn’t accepted this. Family not talking. Stopped
going out much. Lost most of her friends, not really any one to talk to any more. Daughter (Michaela,
9) gives some structure eg get to school, pack bags, get her dinner. During day long periods sitting /
TV.
Sweaty when goes out, heart racing. Marked anhedonia, can’t remember last time enjoyed herself.
Thinks if wasn’t for daughter would be suicidal, but frequent thoughts people would be better off if
she wasn’t here. No plans, risk low. Affect reactive and good eye contact, seems to appreciate talking.
Says wouldn’t do counselling. Meds helped a bit. Very sedentary, BMI 39 but says weight doesn’t
worry her “all my family big”.
No alcohol, no illicit drugs, no obvious child protection issues, says Michaela does well at school, goes
to dance class (? low key assessment would be reassuring). Not in a relationship. Denies dom violence
now or in past. “Used to be the strong one” “everything falling apart”. Did a self esteem course
in past which she loved, gave her lots of self confidence, would like something like this again but
honest she wouldn’t go on her own. Discussed CLP role. Very very keen on this. Discussed importance
physical wellbeing and exercise for mood /anxiety. ?? walking group if accompanied. Would consider.
Happy for details to be passed on. Phone number checked.*
A good use of 20 minutes? I moved from being aware of mild inner judgmental feelings at the start
to sympathy and respect for her at the end. She seemed to appreciate being listened to and seemed
motivated to work with the Links Practitioner. And maybe, just maybe, it might make a difference to
her. Certainly now that I know there’s a possible practical outcome I am more willing to risk taking
the plunge.
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Promising Links
Loneliness is not new but it is now in the news. The stories and research that are receiving press
publicity illustrate powerfully the impact of personal and human issues on medical care. How often
is loneliness the real reason why someone falls sick and is admitted to hospital or is worried and
attending the GP frequently?
Loneliness is an important problem that is being identified by our Community Links Practitioners as
they work alongside people to try and help them work through possible solutions to the social and
personal problems they face. Now it is also a problem that is being brought to our attention directly
by patients themselves. Towards the end of 2015, with the support of the National Links Worker
Programme, my practice started a small ‘community led health’ group to identify a local health issue
and help us find possible solutions. The problem they latched onto right away? Loneliness!
“Loneliness seeps into your very being; blackening your world and transforming your thoughts
to thoughts of despair eroding your self-worth till you feel worthless”. These powerful words were
written by the group as they tried to capture their experience of poor health for us so as to help us
understand how their health affects them. “Once loneliness enters your world it can bring with it,
depression, anxiety, lack of self-esteem and so much more. It is as if loneliness builds a wall around
you, you cannot break out and no outside contact can get in”.
The little group has now been meeting weekly for about three months, supported by Annette Fennell,
one of our GP receptionists, whose time has been funded from the Links Worker Programme practice
development grant. The accommodation was initially provided by a local church, to whom we are
grateful, and is now provided by a local club, with funding from Jog Scotland. They meet for about
two hours a week, and share their stories, ideas, coffee, and maybe a biscuit or two. Every single
member of the group is now committed to something which they feel has been of enormous benefit
in their lives “I felt so low and so alone… but when I walked through the door (which was hard) I was
surprised how lovely the people were, I felt comfort and it gave me a sense of peace in my mind”.
This is more than a just a self-help group however. Already they have influenced our training and
development as a practice, with an entire afternoon protected learning time devoted to the topic of
loneliness, supported by training from Befriending Scotland and attended also by a local Church of
Scotland minister who shared his experience with us. One simple idea from this has been that as well
as sending a sympathy card at the time of bereavement (which we already do), we also look back in
our ‘death book’ to the previous year, and send a card to bereaved partners at the anniversary of
their loss. The group have also started to bring the benefit of their experience to a wider audiencewith great courage they overcame their anxiety and took part in the National Conversation on a
Healthier Scotland, hosted by the Health and Social Care Alliance Scotland. Everyone in the group
had the courage to speak about their experiences at this conference, despite feeling terrified at the
prospect.
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The NHS however has no magic answer to loneliness, despite the evidence of its impact on health.
Our community led health group do not think that their hard pressed GP practice team could
or should take on the burden of trying to solve this problem. What this small group of people is
becoming passionate about is that they might be able to reach out even to a few other people who
may be feeling as they do.

One of them took action early on. At Christmas she went down her street and gave out invitations to
everyone she knew of who had lost a partner and would be alone at Christmas. Was this a crazy idea?
Would anyone come? Not only did seven people come to her house that Christmas, but they spent all
afternoon chatting about the past and playing games, not leaving until 10pm! People who thought
they would be spending the day alone.
Now the group have a name: Promising Links. And they have a purpose- to support one another
and to provide a safe welcoming time in the week when others too can come and join them. As well
as coffee and cake, they are looking at trying out some light group physical activity and trying new
things, like yoga or head massage. Such small and simple steps, requiring no great top down plan,
but how transformative! Proof, if proof was needed, that with a little encouragement and support
people themselves can begin to find the answers to even the most overwhelming of problems.

Promising Links
Talk, listen, laugh or cry
The reason that we meet?
That’s why.
When times are bad and life seems bleak,
This group can help you every week.
We help each other with tea and cake
And not one problem is too much to take.
So if you feel alone and down
Come along and lose that frown
(Poem by Linda Armstrong*)
*name published with permission
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